TRASnow and Sun’s Solar Tile Mounts are adjustable up to 6” horizontally which makes the layout and installation easier.

- Corrosion-resistant materials
- Quick and easy to mount
- Less parts = less labor
- No special flashing required
- Horizontal and vertical adjustability

“We really love the TRA Tile Mounts. They are made out of high quality material [extruded aluminum]. They divert the mount around the tile instead of going directly through the tile, which decreases install time, and doesn’t compromise the strength or coverage of the customer’s tile. The wide base of the hook makes the mount very easy to adjust.”

Ian Sanfilippo | GCI Solar

Available for TILE PROFILES: FLAT, MID, and HIGH
**SOLAR TILE MOUNT FEATURES AND BENEFITS**

- Designed for both vertical and horizontal adjustment to allow for use with most roof tiles, regardless of manufacturer make and model
- Simple installation
- No top flashing required for proper installation
- Fewer parts
- One layer of flashing
- Stainless steel fasteners
- Fewer attachment points
- Designed for maximum strength
- 100% TRI (Tile Roofing Institute) compliant
- Meets or exceeds industry standard
- Compatible with most rails
- 25 year warranty (see warranty documentation for details)
- Made in the USA

**AVAILABLE FINISHES**

- Mill Finish Aluminum
- Anodized Aluminum
- Power Coated Aluminum

---

**FLAT TILE**

**S TILE**

**STEP 1: Mount Placement & Adjustment**

**STEP 2: Fastening**

**STEP 3: Flashing over the base of the Solar Tile Mount**

**TILE MODIFICATIONS:**

Once the Solar Tile Mount has been fully installed, the tile from the course above may be lifted. In order for the tile to sit properly on the course below, the weather check (bottom lug of the tile) must be removed.

---

**Engineered Snow Retention and Solar Mounting Solutions**